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Information Visualization + Digital Humanities
3
Paul Klee, drawing of the human heart  
from Visual Thinking by Rudolf Arnheim, 1969
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          Heart = Visualization 
Circulation = Information
Paul Klee, drawing of the human heart  










- first, network relations are not sufficient to analyse complexity; 




- first, trajectory represents not only distances, but also durations; 
- second, trajectory shows how a singular entity moves, through its 
evolutions in time.
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Marcel Duchamp, Nude Descending a Staircase, 1912
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Scholars who attended all conferences
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http://dhlab-epfl.github.io/Trajectories/
Papers of new attendees
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http://dhlab-epfl.github.io/Trajectories/





Paul Klee, drawing of the human heart  
from Visual Thinking by Rudolf Arnheim, 1969
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1. reading 
3. feedback
3. data
4. design
2. understanding 
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